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Press Release 

The Regime’s Security Services in Jordan Arrest the Free Pious 

Women and the Sincere People!! 

(Translated) 

On Monday 01/10/2018, the security agencies of the regime arrested the Dawah carrier, 

Sister Wafa Sobh, and two of her sons in a barbaric manner from her home. Then these 

agencies returned to arrest her third son, and when they did not find him, they arrested her 

eighty year old father, who they did not take into account his age and the regard of his grey 

hair. These agencies returned this morning searching for our sister and threatening to break 

into her house after they released her yesterday. This regime went a long way in fighting 

Dawah carriers and relished deception and lying until they became its distinguishing feature. It 

fights the Dawah carriers with relentless ferocity and turns a blind eye to the corrupt people and 

even helps them to escape from the country and provides them with the required protection! 

The country has been stolen and looted and the perpetrator is known and became the 

everyday talk of the people; and the incidents of assaults on the sanctities and lives have 

increased remarkably and dramatically even reached to kill innocent children... The corruption 

cases which the regime claims to pursue disappear, and their trials prolong if they reach the 

courts at all! 

Sister Wafa is a Dawah carrier, she carries the call to Allah, enjoins the good and forbids 

the evil. She is not the cause of the indebtedness of this country, nor has she sold the wealth of 

the country and conspired against it. She has nothing to do with the smuggled smoke factories, 

she did not open the country widely to the gangs of smuggling and drugs, and did not... 

Our honors which we are protecting and defending with our souls are not to be pursued or 

humiliated by anyone. Falsehood is to be eliminated, and purity and the Truth need men to 

defend them. So, O our people and our clans, do you agree with the violation of the sanctities of 

our homes and the pursuit of our free pious women in such disgraceful and humiliating 

manners? 

O our people and our clans: The Prophet of Allah (saw) said in the authentic (Sahih) 

hadith: « ُبِعِقَابٍ مِنْه 
هُمُ اللََّّ المَِ فَلَمْ يَأخُْذُوا عَلىَ يَدَيْهِ أوَْشَكَ أنَْ يَعُمَّ اسَ إذَِا رَأوَْا الظَّ «إنَِّ النَّ  “If the people witness an 

oppressor and they do not take him by his hands (to prevent him) then they are close to 

Allah covering them all with punishment.” 

So, is there more injustice than this, to pursue the honorable and protect the corrupt in the 

country?! To the stance of dignity, we invite you, to stop the hands of darkness and evil in the 

country and defend the people of Dawah and the Truth and protect them until Allah manifests 

His Deen and honors His Dawah, so you will be the people who give victory to His Dawah and 

His Deen, and you are capable of it, with Allah’s permission. 
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